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Courage to change
the first steps taken in a new area are always risky – there’s no 

guarantee for success. However, breakthroughs are not possible 

without failures. With last year’s promoting of outstanding Master’s 

students or of graduates with a brilliant business idea, numerous  

donors have once again ventured to take such a step. We greatly 

respect their courage and their trust to invest in young potentials 

with vision. 

For the willingness of all benefactors of etH Zurich to tread  

new paths in teaching and research we are very greatful and are  

delighted to be able to shape these changes with you.

Jürgen Dormann Donald Tillman
President of the Foundation Managing Director
Board of Trustees

eDItoRIAl

Dear readers, dear donors 

new ways of communicating provided by smartphones and com-

puter tablets, the euro crisis and the nuclear disaster in Fukushima 

have clearly demonstrated once again: our world is in a state of  

constant change. And to be capable of responding to complex new 

challenges in a competent way, we need to keep up with these 

changes. or, even better, get ahead. By donating to our Foundation, 

this is exactly what you make possible – because your contributions 

enable researchers and students at etH Zurich to cut new paths 

and move forward more quickly.

Achieving more together
Major challenges can only be overcome with systemic approaches 

from a range of different perspectives – which is why the combined 

efforts of businesses, scientists and each and every individual  

are required. With its strategic initiatives, etH Zurich aims to  

find solutions to these global challenges by working together with  

private donors. thanks to support from our partners for the  

etH sustainable Construction initiative, teaching and research  

have been expanded at the interface of Architecture, Building and 

Materials science. Also within the context of various initiatives,  

a number of partnership Councils encompassing funders and etH 

researchers were held for the first time in 2011. And under our  

strategic initiatives, more interdisciplinary research projects are  

being launched. For it is precisely these cross-disciplinary research 

and teaching projects that defy categorisation and are therefore  

all the more dependent on private funders – on people wanting to 

cross boundaries, on people like you. 

 

Your funding forms the future
etH Zurich’s activities aim to bring about benefits for the society of 

today and tomorrow. For this reason, its planning process includes 

specifying key areas to be prioritised in teaching and research.  

As research is future-oriented, our scientists and students look not 

only for answers to the challenges of today but also to those of  

tomorrow and beyond. 

Your donations to the etH Zurich Foundation help support the  

efforts that are being made to discover sound scientific answers to 

tHAnK You FRoM etH ZuRICH

the burning issues of our lives now and in the future. With your  

contributions, action can be taken more quickly. For this we thank 

you most sincerely on behalf of our university, our researchers  

and all our students.

Ralph Eichler
President ETH Zurich
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etH ZuRICH FounDAtIon

CleAR FoCus, MAxIMIseD eFFeCt

The funding of teaching and research through the  

ETH Zurich Foundation is based on strategic guidelines  

set by ETH Zurich, directed to the needs of business  

and society. Thanks to donations to the Foundation, these 

key strategic areas can be advanced more quickly as the 

funds are pooled and applied with maximum effect to fund  

new professorships, young talent and innovative research 

projects.

Generous contributions from private donors help enable  

etH Zurich to position itself at the head of the world’s leading  

centres of teaching and research and to carry its superior level  

of knowledge and the power of swiss innovation out into the world. 

In particular, these funds enable the implementation of non-main-

stream pioneering projects which couldn’t be financed from the 

standard budget alone.

As a non-profit institution under private law, the etH Zurich  

Foundation acts as a connecting link between donors and the uni-

versity to ensure that these contributions are used in a targeted  

way in order to achieve greatest effect. the Foundation is led by  

an honorary Foundation Board of trustees which assures that  

the donated funds are applied as their donors requested. All donors 

are free to earmark their gifts to a particular cause or to allow  

etH Zurich to decide how the funds should be allocated. 
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Guests at the Thanksgiving donor event admire the ETH student project SunCar:  
a Lotus Evora equipped with a solar-powered electric engine. 

etH Zurich strategic initiatives 

 • excellence scholarships 

 • pioneer Fellowships

 • sustainable Construction

 • Medical technology and Health

 • Integrative Risk Management

 • World Food system

 • electrical energy

 • Geothermics

Million CHF Million CHF
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etH ZuRICH FounDAtIon

Based on its strategic research and teaching directions, the uni-

versity specifies the key areas to be supported and thus assures that 

the donated contributions are invested in a focussed way in areas 

which are crucial for the future development of the environment 

and society alike. By leaving a legacy, associates can also support 

etH Zurich beyond their own lifetime. each gift, irrespective of 

when it is made, its size or destined cause, plays its part in advancing 

research and teaching at etH Zurich and consequently the develop-

ment of society as a whole. 

Effective results from flexibility
the strategic Fund was set up to enable the university to face 

worldwide competition in teaching and research and the wide range 

of global challenges. using this fund, initiatives and projects are fi-

nanced to which the etH executive Board has attributed a special 

significance for the further development of the university. Donors 

who choose to contribute to the strategic Fund grant the executive 

Board the freedom to decide on how the contribution is allocated 

in the knowledge that their gift will be put to use with maximum ef-

fectiveness.

Making research and progress visible
By organising events, laboratory visits and other meetings, the  

etH Zurich Foundation provides the opportunity for dialogue  

between benefactors and beneficiaries. through discussions with 

the executive Board, professors, researchers and students, donors 

can see for themselves the impact their gifts achieve. 

With periodical reports coordinated to the needs of the benefactor, 

the etH Zurich Foundation ensures that a clear and transparent  

account is provided of how funds are being implemented. 

Funds awarded to ETH Zurich
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Private commitment to teaching 
and research: René Braginsky 
For many years, René and susanne 

Braginsky have been active in pro-

moting education and culture. last 

year, they gave etH Zurich a generous 

donation to support a new professor-

ship in Medical technology, enabling research and teaching in 

the interest of health to be significantly expanded. this is not 

the first time that René and susanne Braginsky have donated  

to etH Zurich: in 2006, the university was able to acquire a 

building for the etH archive for contemporary history thanks  

to their financial support. 

What is their motivation?

For René Braginsky it is clear that he wants to give something 

back to society in a way that creates a long-lasting impact.  

“We need to care for our valuable ‘raw materials’ – education 

and research. Money that gives young people access to a top 

education and creates knowledge that benefits society as a 

whole is money well-invested.” 

Million CHF

   Foundations (14 %)
   Corporate organisations (56 %)
   Private individuals (27 %)
   Other (3 %)
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DonoRs

ouR sInCeRe tHAnKs

numerous companies, foundations, organisations and private individuals have supported research and teaching at etH Zurich 

with their donations to the etH Zurich Foundation. We sincerely thank all donors for their commitment, including those who 

do not wish to be mentioned by name. 

Companies
ABB schweiz
Adnovum Informatik
Alpiq
AlstoM (schweiz)
Amman Group
Avaloq evolution
AxA Research Fund
Axpo
Biotronik
BKW FMB energie
Bühler
CKW Centralschweizerische Kraftwerke
Coop
Credit suisse Group
Dow europe
eGl
eKZ elektrizitätswerke Kanton Zürich
etel
ewz elektrizitätswerk stadt Zürich
Fabrimex systems
Franke Artemis Group
Geberit
Glencore International
Gruner 
Heiner thorborg & Co.
Hilti
Implenia
Kaba
Knecht Holding
KpMG
leister
Metall Zug
omya International
philips
plastic omnium
ppCmetrics
Roche
shell exploration & production
siemens schweiz (Bt Division)
sika
stump Foratec
swiss Re
swisscom
syngenta
the Boston Consulting Group (switzerland) 
united technology Research Center
V Zug
Zürcher Kantonalbank

Foundations and organisations
Accenture stiftung
Albert lück-stiftung
Ao Foundation
Arbeitsgemeinschaft prof. Hugel AGpH
Arthur Waser stiftung
Baugarten stiftung
Comanche etablissement
Credit suisse Foundation
Dr. iur. Jstvan Kertész stiftung
erdöl-Vereinigung
ernst Göhner stiftung
FIFA
Georg und Bertha schwyzer-Winiker stiftung
Holcim Foundation for sustainable Construction
Kühne stiftung
Max Rössler Fonds der stiftung empiris
Misrock-stiftung
nagra
novartis stiftung, vormals 
Ciba-Geigy-Jubiläums-stiftung
prof. otto Beisheim-stiftung
René und susanne Braginsky stiftung
RMs Foundation
Rütli stiftung
schweizerischer Verein des Gas- und  
Wasserfaches sVGW
starr International Foundation
stavros niarchos Foundation
stiftung Mercator schweiz
swisselectric
swisstopo
sVIAl
Verband schweizer Abwasser- und  
Gewässerschutzfachleute VsA
Vontobel-stiftung
Walter Haefner stiftung
Werner siemens-stiftung
Z Zurich Foundation

Private individuals / ETH alumni 2011
Dr. Dr. h.c. Konrad Basler
Dr. Rolf Bernegger
Werner Bosshard
René und susanne Braginsky
Dr. eduard M. Brunner
Johanna Buchmann
Mark Buesser
Dr. niklaus Bühler
Christoph Bünger
Hans Burch
Reto Caflisch
Michel Cornaz
Dr. Jörg Derungs
Camille Diederich
Dr. peter eckardt
Dr. Alban luc André Fauchère
peter Frei
prof. Dr. peter Fricker
Kurt Funk
Walter Gränicher
Dr. Mathis Grenacher
prof. Dr. Rolf Grütter
Dr. Max Gsell
Dr. emanuel Hafner

Randolf Hanslin
Dr. Karl Hartmann
thomas Hauser
Regula Hauser scheel-Ziegler
ernst Hofmann
urs Honegger
Dr. Walter Huber-Roth
prof. Dr. lorenz Hurni
Jacqueline Imhof
Dr. thomas Isenschmid
Dr. Hans Konrad Jucker
Günter Kelm
Dr. Christoph J. Kerez
Dr. paul Kleiner
Yvonne lang-Chardonnens
prof. Dr. Hans-Jürgen lang
Heinrich M. lanz
prof. Dr. peter leuthold
Gérard Messmer
philip Adrian Mosimann
Dr. stephan B. navert
Kurt nohl
prof. Dr. Ferdinand piëch
Dr. Hans-Jürg Reinhart
prof. Dr. Alfred Rösli
Dr. Max Rössler
Dr. urs saner
Hans-Jörg schlegel
Gerhard e. schmid
Dr. nicolas von schumacher
Christian sigg
peter spoerri
prof. Dr. Rudolf starkermann
Andreas steiger
Rudolf stüssi-Hodel
Dr. Johann sutter
Dr. Hans tschamper
Dr. nicolaus-Jürgen und  
Dr. Christiane Weickart
Hans Wälchli
Fritz Waldmeier
Hans Wallimann
Rudolf A. Wassmer
peter J. Wild
Maximilian Winkler
Marco Witzig
Dr. Werner Wunderli
Rolf Zobrist
Walter Zumstein
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Other ETH alumni 2011
Dr. ernst Aeschbach
Christian von Ah
simone Airoldi
Kurt Allemann
Dr. ernst Walter Alther
prof. Dr. Renato Amadò
peter B. Ammann
Dr. Rudolf Anliker
patrick Anquetil
Bojan Antonovic
Hans W. Appenzeller
sylvie Aubert
pierre-Yves Bachmann
Dietrich Baer
prof. Dr. Heinrich Baggenstos
pierre Bagnoud
Dr. Werner Bangerter
Cristina Zanini Barzaghi
Gérard Basler
Dr. Reto Battaglia
Dr. Rudolf Bauer
Roland Baumann
urs Baumberger
Michael Günther Baumer
Dr. Daniel Baumgartner
René Beller
pascal Benz
Rolph Berg
ernst Berger
Fritz Berger
Imre esra Berkovics
Franz Bernasconi
timothy Bernhardt
Kurt Bertschi
Albert Bertschmann
pirmin Betschart
Dr. ueli Betschart
Roberto Beyli
Michele Biaggini
Dr. Filippo Bianconi
Dr. Markus Bieri
Christian Bieri
prof. Dr. Gianni Blatter
prof. Dr. Heinz Blatter
Manuel thomas Bleichenbacher
Hans Rudolf Bolliger
Dr. lorenz Bonderer
Heinrich Bossert
Dr. Hans-Rudolf Bosshard
George Bosshart
Hans-Jürg Bossi
Manfred Bötsch
serkan Bozyigit
theodor Bräm
Jürg Brandenberger
Dr. Alexander Brändli
Dr. olivier Braun
Jean W.G. Bridel
Dr. Jean Jacques Britt
Josef Brücker
Reinhard Bruderer
Adrian M. Bruggisser
Klaus Bruggisser
Hermann Brühlmann
Dr. Markus Brühwiler
Konrad Brunner
Dr. Gustav Brunner
Karl Brunnschweiler
Robert Büchel
Rudolf Bucher
Dr. Heinrich Büchi
paul Buob
André Burch
Hans Burkhart
Christoph Buschor
Andreas Buser
oliver Buss
Dr. stephan Bütikofer
Dr. olivier Carnal
Dr. eric Cataldi-spinola
Dr. tino Celio
luca Censi
Jan Dirk Chabot
Jacques Chavaz
Dr. Yihui Chen
Georg Clauss
Felicien Clavien
Dr. Daniel Clerc
Max Conz
leah Cueni
Dr. Max Dätwyler
Marco De Giorgi
Dr. emmanuel B. de Haller

Bruno de Kalbermatten
Dr. patrice emmanuel De Werra
Francesco Delmué
Dr. Andres Denss
olga Diamanti
Marco Di Giorgio
Dr. Jörg Dreier
prof. Dr. Jürg Dual
Dr. paul Dubs
Friedrich Durand
prof. Dr. Fritz eggimann
Dr. Herbert egolf
Dr. Karin emler-schmitz
epos 71 ehemalige  
polystudenten Jg. 1971
prof. Dr. Richard ernst
Dr. Andrew oskar Faeh
urs Fähndrich
ernst Fahrni
Alain Favre
Albert Feitknecht
Dr. theodor Felder
Fernand Feltgen
Dr. Monia Fibbioli
Hans Fischer
ernst Fischer
peter Fischer
susanne H. Fischer
erik Fonseka
prof. Dr. Mario Fontana
Dr. pietro Fontana
Dr. Margherita Fontana
peter Frauenknecht
patrick Frei
Ralph Frei-Akermann
Kurt Frey
Hansjörg Frey
Marcel thomas Fritsch
Dr. Daniel Fröhli
prof. Dr. Jürg Martin Fröhlich
norbert Fürer
Dr. Iris Kornelia Fux
Jaber Gaabab
Bernhard Gächter
peter Christian Gafner
patrik Roger Gaignat
Valérie Gallati
Marco Galli
Dr. Markus Gautschi
Jacques Hubert Gay
Andreas Gerber
salomon Ghatan
prof. Hans-Heinrich Giger
Bruno A. Gmünder
Heinrich Gnehm
Dr. Jacques Gosteli
Jürg Götsch
Dr. Markus Graf
Markus Grob
Frank p. Gross
Bernard simon A. Gruhl
Werner Grünig
peter W. Gsell
prof. Dr. ernst F. Gucker
Dr. Danilo Guerini
Annette Guignard
prof. Dr. Hans von Gunten
Bernhard A. Gysi
Albert Gysin-paulsen
Dr. pierre-André Haas
thaddä J. Häfliger
Josef Häfliger
erik Hagander
Dr. Alfred Hagmann
Dr. Rade Hajdin
Hans Häni
eduard Hänni
thomas Häring
Dr. Marc Harzenmoser
Rudolf Haus
Robert urs Hauser
Hans-peter Hauser
Dr. Basil M. Heeb
Dr. Josef Heinzer
Jukka Helkama
Dr. udo Herlach
Dr. Daniel B. Herren
Walter Herrmann
Rudolf Herter
Michael Herzog
Dr. Georg Hess
Dr. Markus Heuer
Willy A. Hew
Dr. René K. Himmel

Werner Hirschi
Dr. Alfred Hofstetter
Hans Rudolf Holenweg
oliver Horisberger
Felix Horlacher
Dr. Hansulrich Hörler
Friedrich Hoyer
Konrad M. Huber
Hans-Rudolf Hug
Dr. Johannes Hug
Dr. philipp n. Huguenin-Virchaux
Dr. erich Hunziker
Franco Hunziker
Guido Hunziker
peter Hunziker
Dr. Reinhard Hürlimann
prof. Dr. Ralf Hütter
Reto Ischi
Dr. Rainer Jäggi
Dr. Hossein Janshekar
Dr. Roger Jaquiéry
Richard Jauslin
Claudio Jeker
Reto Jenatsch
Rudolf Jenny
peter Jermann
Ruihua Jin
Dr. Franco Joos
Albrecht Josephy
Armin Jucker
Kurt Kaeslin
Dr. Armin Kälin
thomas Kälin
Dr. Moritz Andreas Kälin
Matthias Kaufmann
Dr. Adolphe A. Kaufmann
Hans Kaufmann
peter Keller
Georges W. Keller
Walter Keller
laura Keller
Dr. Fritz Kern
Waldemar Kieliger
Daniel Kluge
peter Knoblauch
Rudolf Knöpfli
Dr. Miroslav Kobas
Dr. Werner Kolb
Benno Kolb
Anton Kost
patricia Kottmann
peter Christian Kotyczka
Dr. Jovanka Kovacevic
philipp M. Krayenbühl
Dr. Christoph Krell
Dr. Alex Krieger
Dr. Marek Kroslak
Dr. othmar M. Kuhn
ulrich Kull
Dr. Albin Walter Kümin
Matthias Kunz
Hermann Kunz
Roland erwin Kurmann
pasqual Kyburz
serge läderach
peter landert
Guido landolt
Felix lauper
André lavandier
Rodin lederle
eduard lehmann
Walter lentzsch
leonardo leone
Ralph letsch
Claude leuchter
Hannes leuthold
Gilgian leuzinger
xiaoxia li
Claudio libotte
Dr. Heinz lienhard
Dr. emil lienhard
Carsten liske
René liver
edmond locher
Dr. Ivo René locher
Kilian lohner
Davide longo
Alfred lorenz
samuel luisier
Dr. Mathieu luisier
ueli Maag
Roland Maag
Dr. Kristijan Macek
Dr. Kurt A. Mäder

Guy R. R. Manger
Bruno Mann
urs Manser
pietro Mariotta
Fabrizio Masciadri
Aldo Mastai
Valentino Mattei
Hansjörg Mayer
Walter Meier
Marcel Menet
Roland Merk
Hans Merz
Dr. Ruth Messikommer
Alois Mettler
Rudolf ulrich Mettler-stüssi
Dr. Bruno Meyer
Ivar Meyer
Dr. theo Meyer
Vladko Minoli
pierre Moilliet
Hanspeter Mollet
Jacques Monnard
serge Montani
Reto Montani
peter Morgenthaler
prof. stephan Morgenthaler
sotirios Mougridis
Dr. safer Mourad
Denis Müller
Hans Müller
Mathias paul Müller
Dr. Reinhard Müller
Dr. pierre H. Müller
Andreas Müller
Dr. paul W. Müller
stefan Müller
Hans Rudolf Müller
Dr. Franz l. Müller
Albéric Müller
lars erik Mülli
prof. Dr. paul R. Muralt
Dr. Roland naef
Dr. Bruno neininger
Dr. Andreas neumann
Dr. Rainer nicolai
Gian linard nicolay
Dr. Marc erwin nievergelt
Herbert niklaus
prof. Dr. Josef nösberger
prof. Dr. Jakob nüesch
simon nusch
Marc D. nussbaumer
Jürg nyfeler
Knut nylund
Dr. thomas W. oberhauser
Roman oberholzer
Dr. stefano oberti
Dr. Adnan odok
Dietrich W. oechsle
Frederick oederlin
Daniel oertli
prof. Dr. Atsumu ohmura
luigi A. pagani
Dr. thomas paternoster
Dr. Christoph David perels
Frédéric-M. perret
Daniel peter
Dr. Bruno peterer
Bruno peterhans
Dr. Dieter pfaffinger
Dr. Jan pfeiffer
Hans pfiffner
Rudolf pfister
Kai pfrommer
Jean-Charles philipona
Marco phillot
Franco piffaretti
Dr. André piller
enrico pioda
Wolfgang pischl
ulrich pistor
Rudolf plüss-nagai
sandra Hauser poltera
Anton poltera
Dr. lucio pompeo
Jürg porro
peter preuschoff
Csilla priest
prof. Dr. Zdenko puhan
Dr. pierre-Benoît Raboud
Ruedi Räss
paul Anton Rebholz
Dr. Alfred Rebsamen
simon Regenscheit

Renato Reggiori
prof. Dr. Fritz H. Rehsteiner
Hans-Jakob Reichen
Dr. urs Reinhard
Anton A. Reinhart
Dr. Michael Reiss
Dr. Jean sébastien Reynard
Dr. Alfred Riggenbach
Rolf Rihs
Hans Rudolf Rihs
Marcel Rikli-Melliger
Dr. peter Ritz
Hanspeter Ritz
Dr. simone Rizzi
Mateo Rodriguez
Dr. Hendrik Rohler
Dr. otto G. Rohr
Dominique Rolle
Willi Roos
Kristian Roose
Antonio Rosnati
Dr. Conrad Ambros Roten
Hans-Jürg Roth
Dr. simon A. Rothen
Fritz Rothen
Dr. Rainer A. Rueppel
Dr. Walter Ruf
Dr. Richard Ruf
Dr. sven B. Rump
Remigius Rupp
Mattia Rusconi
Daniele Ryser
peter Rysler
prof. Dr. Rudolf saager
Dr. sairos safai
Robert sägesser
suresh sahgal
Matthias Christoph sala
Diego salmeron
Rino salvadè
Andreas sas
Fritz saurer-Ruch
Dominik sauter
Milutin scepan
Marc Roger schaer
Hans R. schaffer
thomas schaffner
silvan schaller
Dr. Adrian schär
Wolfgang scharff
theo schaub
Dr. Max schellenbaum
Dr. Ganda G.J. schenk
susanna schenkel-Würmli
Filippo schenker
Jan scherrer
prof. Dr. Karl Rudolf scheuter
Walter schild
Dr. Guido schilling
prof. Dr. louis schlapbach
Hansjörg schläpfer
nik schliep
peter schlub
Alfred schmid
Christian thomas schmid
Dr. eduard schmid
Jürg schmid
ulrich schmidhauser
toni F. schmidt
Janine schneebeli
Adrian Cornelius G. schneider
Julian schneider
Dr. Markus schneider
ernst H. schnorf
Dr. Raymond scholer
Dr. Gian Franco schubiger
Beat schüpbach
Alfred schürch
Martin schürz
patrick schwärzler
Dr. Jürg schweizer
Dr. paul J. schwyn
Martin seiler
Jakob seitz
Beat u. semadeni
Dr. paul sevinç
Rolf siegenthaler
Walter siegfried
thomas sigrist
Dr. Frank W. sinden
Dr. staffan sjögren
evanghelos skopelitis
Andreas soller
Florian sorg

Dr. Dino sozzi
Dr. ulrich spycher
Dr. peter stahl
Kurt stamm
Dr. Jürg steger
Felix A. steinebrunner
prof. Dr. samuel G. steinemann
Walter steinlin
Dr. Jean-Claude stettler
Walter stocker
Dr. Markus stokar
theodor stolz
Hans strassmann
prof. Dr. emanuel e. strehler
Claudia streuli
pericle strozzi
philipp stühlinger
Dr. David B. stüssi
Matthias stüssi
Dr. Raphael suard
Hans-peter sulser
leonhard süry
Brian suter
Hans Rudolf suter
Dr. Miroslav svercel
pascal sydler
Jean tache-tabin
paolo tamò
pierluigi telleschi
Jon Andri tgetgel
edy toscano
peter trauffer
Dr. Adelrich tresch
Werner trösch
Martino trosi
prof. urs trüeb
Dr. paul trunz
urs tschudi
Manfred tschumi
Dr. Kai Markus udert
Walter ulrich
Heinz ursprung
prof. Jürg Markus utzinger
Dr. sonia Vadrucci
Dr. Flaviano Valvason
srdan Vasic
lászló Vaszary
Dr. Marcos Antonio Vaz salles
Gian-Carlo Dalla Vedova
Dr. August Vieli
Dr. Moritz Vischer
Iwan Vitins
thomas Hans Vogel
peter Vrkljan
paolo Andrea Walty
Alfred Wanner
urs Weber
Richard Weber
Dr. Christoph Johannes Wehrli
Andreas Weiss
Madeleine simmler Weiss
Hans Wenger
Cédric Wermelinger
prof. Dr. Henri Wermus
Dr. Hans Rudolf Wettstein
Martin Weymann
Karl Wickart
Hans-Rudolf Wiederkehr
Dr. Marco Wieland
Ivan Wigdorovits
prof. Willy Wilk
luzius Willi
Marc A. Winiger
Dr. Werner Witz
Dr. Willy Wunderlin
urs Wüst
Kaspar F. Wyss
Marcelo serrano Zanetti
theodor Zbinden
Georges Zenobi
Dr. xiaoyi Zhang
Dr. Athanasios Zikopoulos
Dr. Willi Zimmerli
Dr. Bruno Zimmerli
Dr. Fritz Zimmermann
Dr. Markus Chr. Zobrist
Dr. Kurt Zollinger
paul Zosso
Walter Zundel
Walter Zweifel
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BuIlDInG sHApes tHe FutuRe

The building industry can make a significant contribution  

to improving the sustainability of our environment.  

With this in mind, ETH Zurich launched the Sustainable 

Construction strategic initiative. Thanks to generous  

funding from its partners, the University has been able  

to set up new professorships in this field and support  

new potentials and pioneering projects. 

Buildings shape our lives. on the one hand, they essentially define 

how we will live and work today and in the coming decades; and  

on the other hand, the building industry and the built-over  

environment have a huge influence on the economic, ecological  

and social state of the earth. specialists estimate that across the 

world, around 111 million people or 1.6 % of the world’s population 

make their livelihood from the building industry. Constructing and 

running buildings uses around 40 % of all energy that is produced 

and is responsible for 40 % of all Co2 emissions across the world. 

these figures clearly prove that we hold huge leverage power in 

building processes to create a more sustainable life and environment 

for ourselves. With current climate changes and a growing world 

population, the importance of using this leverage is more patent 

than ever. 

Cross-disciplinary competence at ETH Zurich
Whether we succeed in using the sustainability potential available  

in construction significantly depends on the competence and  

motivation of building experts. As a world-leading technology  

university, etH Zurich can make a substantial contribution to  

shaping a more sustainable building industry with its capacity to 

train highly qualified architects, engineers and materials scientists – 

and conduct basic research in this field. etH president Ralph eichler 

is convinced that “in the building sector, etH can do its share to 

provide pioneering developments and technologies and incorporate 

its new findings into its teaching”. In order to better exploit these 

opportunities, etH Zurich declared sustainable Construction as a 

key area. At the annual presidential luncheon on 20 october 2011, 

the university introduced the sustainable Construction strategic  

initiative. on this occasion held in the Bauhalle on the etH Campus 

science City, Ralph eichler explained that “etH Zurich is predes-

tined to make a special contribution because we are one of only 

very few places where different disciplines join forces to work in  

this field together.”

Substantial partner support for ETH initiative
In order to expand the field of sustainable Construction and to 

heighten interdisciplinary collaboration, etH Zurich aims to  

increase professorships in this area by seven. three of these formed 

part of etH’s standard plans but in order to speed up the process 

for establishing the other four, the university called upon its  

partners. Back in 2009, siemens switzerland (Building technologies 

sustAInABle ConstRuCtIon

Making a specimen out of cement for a Master’s degree.

For example: the adaptable 
facade, a research project by  
Prof. Arno Schlüter
A facade determines the look of a 

building. But more than that, it fulfils 

functional tasks: with the materials 

used in a facade, architects define how 

much light, air and temperature is exchanged between the 

building and the environment. However, because of changes 

due to weather or use of space, compromises have to be made 

in facade design – unless there existed a facade that could  

adapt to all conditions. such an “intelligent” facade is what  

architects at the chair of Architecture and sustainable Building 

techno logies led by professor Arno schlüter are now working 

on. the individual elements of their modular, adaptable facade 

organise themselves and automatically adjust their orientation 

to optimally achieve set targets in terms of energy saving, shade 

and light conditions. thanks to a complex interaction of sensors 

and information technology, the individual modules “learn”  

how to best react to a range of demands such as maximising 

the energy return.
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Division) had already chosen to donate start-up financing for one of 

the new professorships in the field of Architecture and sustainable 

Building technology. In october 2010, the sika Group pro vided 

funding for the professorship in Materials for sustainable Con struction. 

And to follow up, the professorships in sustainable Construction 

and in urban Water systems were secured thanks to support  

from the Albert lück-stiftung, the swiss Association for the Gas  

and Water Industry, the swiss Water Association and other donors. 

one particular example to illustrate etH’s commitment is a 

project for sustainable home construction in ethiopia. thanks to 

support from Arthur Waser stiftung, the north-south Center at 

etH Zurich was able to develop a prototype for a sustainable home 

in the countryside of ethiopia, in cooperation with the Addis Ababa 

university. the first building was inaugurated in December 2011. 

this project deserves the term “sustainable” in a number of ways:  

it incorporates traditional building practices and therefore receives 

high acceptance; only regional materials were used which avoids  

expensive imports; and focus was centred on training native  

workers to develop local competences. 

now phase II of the etH sustainable Construction initiative is to  

be introduced: a range of further promising projects with an inter-

disciplinary approach are to be set up in association with partners.

“Water – one of life’s vital resources. 
With water supply and careful waste-
water management forming principle 
elements of sustainable construction,  
our commitment supports teaching and 
research at etH in the field of urban 
Water systems.”

Dr. Andreas Flury, president of Albert lück-stiftung

sustAInABle ConstRuCtIon

Sustainable Construction up close: guests at the ETH Zurich Presidential Luncheon in the Bauhalle on the ETH Campus Science City.

Facts and figures
Construction and buildings are responsible worldwide for:

 • 40 % of energy consumption

 • 40 % of Co2 emissions

 • 30 % of raw material consumption

 • 30 % of solid waste

 • 20 % of water consumption

 • 20 % of wastewater

 • 10 % of land use

(source: unep sustainable Building & Construction Initiative, 2006)
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netWoRKInG In tHe InteRest 
oF HeAltH

In many cases, insights made by the engineering and natural 

sciences lead to progress in the interest of health. It is  

here that the existence of networks between the various 

research disciplines and the Medtech industry assumes  

great significance. For this reason, ETH Zurich aims to 

break down barriers in terms of space, disciplines and  

institutions and to intensify the exchange of expertise  

between universities, medical institutions and industry.

the fact that the etH president chose to hold his etH Zurich  

president’s Invitation in Basel appeared to arouse a certain amount 

of curiosity. Whatever the case, the etH Department of Biosystems 

science and engineering (D-Bsse) in Basel was full to bursting point 

on the appointed day in March 2011. speakers from etH, industry 

and the Government of Basel agreed that links between life service 

providers, hospitals and universities in Basel succeed in serving the 

interest of health. And by founding the etH Department in Basel  

a few years ago, etH Zurich had also contributed to this success.

In this department, engineers and natural scientists conduct  

research in system Biology, Bio-engineering and Computer Biology 

side by side, and thanks to funding by the Basel Misrock-stiftung, 

they will soon be joined by an additional professorship in Biomo-

lecular engineering.

Funded professorships filled
In Zurich too, the etH Medical technology initiative has made  

significant progress. In the summer of 2011, stephan J. Ferguson 

took up his position as the new professor of Biomechanics at  

etH Zurich and the university of Zurich with support from a  

private foundation. An additional double professorship in Medical 

Imaging and Modelling had already been filled thanks to the commit-

ment of René and susanne Braginsky. And in november 2011,  

with Marcy Zenobi-Wong as the new professor of Cartilage  

engineering, regeneration and sport medicine have enhanced  

Materials sciences at etH Zurich – thanks to support from FIFA. 

Expanding Zurich’s position as a hub of knowledge
Further milestones in health research in Zurich have been set with 

the platform university Medicine Zurich formed by etH, univer sity 

of Zurich and university Hospital Zurich and the establishment of  

a collaborative research project with Roche, which is also support-

ing a new etH professorship in Molecular Medicine.

With the creation of the Department of Health sciences and  

technology, etH Zurich has also set up its own new structures for 

research and teaching on the subject of health. the fact that this  

fulfils a need was proven by the 167 first semester students who 

started the newly-created study programme in Health sciences  

and technology in september 2011 even before the department’s 

official opening in January 2012. 

the development of the location of Zurich as a world-class hub  

of knowledge in Medical technology and Health is in full progress. 

And in collaboration with partners, etH Zurich will continue to  

play a fundamental role in this process. 

MeDICAl teCHnoloGY AnD HeAltH

ETH President Ralph Eichler and Jean-Marc Joerin, President of Misrock-Stiftung 
inaugurate the S. Leslie Misrock lecture hall.
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exCellenCe sCHolARsHIps –  
speCIFIC, eFFeCtIVe AnD VIsIBle 

With the Excellence Scholarship Programme, ETH Zurich 

has successfully developed a grant programme for out-

standing students at Master’s level. Gifts donated by private 

benefactors form a solid basis for further expansion.

Advancing excellence and educating outstanding potentials for  

switzerland as a hub of business and industry requires targeted  

action. one such action is the etH excellence scholarship pro-

gramme with its three defining features:

 • selective awarding of grants on the basis of performance and 

personal motivation following a strict selection process

 • systematic expansion of the programme to ensure a long-term 

future

 • securing the financial basis with donations

over the last five years, around 120 Master’s students have been 

awarded such a grant. numerous donations from companies,  

foundations and private individuals have contributed to the growth 

of this programme and form a solid fundament for further  

expansion. 

Encouraging internationalism
to date, a third of the funded students come from switzerland  

with the remainder originating from a further 28 nations, particularly 

from europe and north America. However, the numbers of  

applicants from Asia are on the rise. Although donations still stem 

predominantly from switzerland, ever more international com-

panies, foundations and etH alumni around the globe are extending 

their support to the programme. the starr International Foundation, 

as well as Dow and united technology, are three American institu-

tions that have generously given the programme their commitment. 

Personal experiences strengthen trust
Donors can see for themselves the effect of their contribution with 

excursions organised to one of the funding partners twice a year. 

this is appreciated by both sides: the scholars meet the company 

and are given a look behind the scenes. the partner companies 

come into contact with the scholars and can present themselves  

as potential employers. With this in mind, in 2011 the excellence 

scholars visited the programme partners Amman Group in langen-

thal and Franke Artemis Group in Aarburg. 

In addition, the Rector thanks all donors once a year with an invita-

tion to the exclusive Meet the talent donor event. this event also 

brings benefactors and beneficiaries together and gives an insight 

into the programme’s development. 

Every contribution makes an impact
What is remarkable is the great support shown to the programme 

by etH graduates and partnering activities with etH alumni  

associations. With their contributions, almost one thousand former 

students have enabled a total of ten students to receive a grant. 

overall, the success of the programme’s development to date can 

be jointly accredited to the combined efforts of the university,  

private industry and society alike.

exCellenCe sCHolARsHIps 

“We are pleased to establish new schol-
arships at one of europe’s finest techno-
logical universities. this commitment will 
be a catalyst for expanding our collabora-
tion with the excellent students and 
faculty at etH Zurich.”

David parekh, Vice president, Research and Director united technologies Research 
Center (utRC)

Dialogue between donors and scholars at Meet the Talent 2011 
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MeetInG RIsKs WItH A VIeW  
to tHe WHole

Chains of events triggered by a volcano eruption or an  

oil tanker accident have demonstrated to the world the  

great extent to which environment, society, technology  

and business markets have become interconnected.  

As the knowledge held by individual disciplines on risk  

forecasts, assessments and effects gradually approaches  

its limits, ETH Zurich aims to overcome this development  

with the Integrative Risk Management initiative.

With the opening of the Risk Center on 23 June 2011, etH Zurich 

created a unique competence centre to form the core of its risk  

initiative. Currently, the Risk Center unites ten professors from five 

different departments giving it a broad institutional foundation.  

together, the scientists researching in the Risk Center investigate 

the influence on the existence and assessment of risks presented by 

natural events, technological, economical and geopolitical develop-

ments as well as social and demographic changes. the aim of the  

interdisciplinary research platform is to develop holistic ways of  

analysing risk and to educate a pool of talent with international influ-

ence. 

A unique platform for knowledge transfer
A professorship for Integrative Risk Management had already been 

filled in 2010 thanks to the support of the swiss Re Group. to fol-

low up in 2011, Wanda Mimra, the new professor of Risk and Insur-

ance economics, was appointed with start-up financing provided by 

the Z Zurich Foundation. And a third professorship in Reliability and 

Risk engineering, whose appointment is still in progress, will have its 

initial phase funded by the AxA Research Fund and the swisselectric 

grid operators organisation. Finally, the audit, tax and advisory firm 

KpMG has also been won as a donor of the etH risk initiative. the 

professors at the Risk Center value the opportunity to collaborate 

with risk experts from the private sector and are convinced that the 

exchange of knowledge and experience between specialists from 

various backgrounds will provide huge benefits for risk  

research. For this reason, the Risk Center partnership Council was 

set up with representatives from science and industry to maximise 

the flow of data and information between both parties.

“the interaction between the  
environment, technology, the economy 
and society are producing ever  
more complex risks. If we want to  
overcome these risks, we must secure 
the exchange of expertise between  
science and practice.”

Beat Moser, Managing Director swisselectric

InteGRAtIVe RIsK MAnAGeMent

As Assistant Professor of Risk and Insurance Economics since November 2011, 
Wanda Mimra has brought an extra boost to the Risk initiative. 
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pRopellInG pRoDuCts WItH 
potentIAl to tHe MARKet

As one of Switzerland’s training institutes for future  

leaders, the promotion of budding talent is one of  

ETH Zurich’s central activities. In the same way, another 

core task is to enable research results to be translated  

into commercial results as quickly as possible. With the  

Pioneer Fellowships Programme, the University supports 

graduates with promising business ideas at an early stage.

Within the context of his doctoral studies at etH Zurich, Materials 

scientist Jan Giesbrecht has developed a so-called polymer foil.  

ten times thinner than those currently available on the market, it is 

extremely resilient, has outstanding barrier properties – to protect 

food, for example – and at the same time is fully recyclable. 

the young researcher aims to launch this invention on the market 

with profitable results. Its range of applications is wide – and that  

is precisely where Jan Giesbrecht’s dilemma lay until a few months 

ago: he was unable to assess which area of application for his  

invention held the most potential. the etH funding programme 

therefore came at an extremely opportune moment. As one of the 

first, Jan Giesbrecht received a pioneer Fellowship of CHF 150,000 

to be used over a period of 18 months, enabling him to develop  

his invention at etH to the next level and put out feelers into the 

market at the same time. 

Quicker on the market with young talent promotion
With the pioneer Fellowship programme, etH provides a link in the 

chain of promoting young talent. on the one hand, support exists 

for research projects conducted during an academic career and  

on the other hand for newly-founded start-up companies too – but 

in between there is a yawning gap, even though it is in the very 

phase before the company’s foundation that it is vital that the right 

stones are laid. often, just as crucially important as the product  

itself is a quick transfer to the market – which is where the pioneer 

Fellowship programme comes in. etH graduates who have pro-

duced research results with market potential during the course of 

their Master’s thesis, dissertation or post-doctoral studies can apply 

for support from the programme. A panel made up of experts  

from etH Zurich and representatives from the corporate sector  

select the most convincing candidates with the projects holding the 

greatest potential for business development. By the end of 2011,  

fifteen particularly promising young researchers chiefly from the 

fields of Information technology, life science and Robotics were 

awarded a pioneer Fellowship. 

the fact that the pioneer Fellowship programme helps to lay the 

foundations for a successful young enterprise is demonstrated by 

the case of Jan Giesbrecht who in the meantime has set up the  

etH spin-off taeni tec with five other colleagues.

pIoneeR FelloWsHIps

“With the etH Zurich pioneer Fellowship 
programme, we promote brilliant  
minds creating innovations to meet the 
social and environmental tensions facing 
our economy and society.”

Dr. Hubert Achermann, Ceo KpMG switzerland

ETH graduate, Jan Giesbrecht, has developed a foil with promising qualities that he 
wants to launch on the market. Due to the Pioneer Fellowship Programme, he is 
making rapid progress. 
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A Boost FoR tHe WoRlD’s 
FooD supplY

The food supply of the world’s population will continue to 

be one of the most urgent challenges of our society in the 

coming decades. But how can everyone in the world be fed 

– on a healthy and ecological basis? This requires tremend-

ous efforts by influencers in politics, science, industry and 

society – including ETH Zurich in its capacity as a leading 

science and technology university. 

Feeding the world’s population means being able to supply the nine 

million people inhabiting the world by 2050. to achieve this, action 

must be taken on a global scale and no time must be wasted.  

With the World Food system strategic initiative, etH Zurich has 

tied together a packet of measures based on a four-point plan:

 • expand competences in all places where gaps exist or loom 

 • pool capacities via a new competence centre for the World 

Food system

 • Advance innovative interdisciplinary research projects with  

benefits for society

 • Reorganise etH structures

Following up words with actions
What does this mean in concrete terms? two new professorships in 

the fields of Agro-ecosystems and Water economics and politics, as 

well as two further chairs, are to be added to existing competences. 

the new World Food system Competence Center was founded  

in 2011 and started operations with the appointment of its new  

Managing Director, Michelle Grant. With funding of 5 million francs 

for around four projects a year in the fields of ecological Agriculture, 

Climate Change and sustainable land use, stiftung Mercator  

schweiz boosted the start-up phase in 2011. this commitment  

allowed etH Zurich to launch interdisciplinary research projects at 

this early stage, leading to sooner results. 

New Department of Environmental Systems Science
By prioritising the World Food system, etH Zurich has consequently 

set up the new Department of environmental systems science which 

fuses Agro- and ecosciences, drawing different disciplines together  

in order to tackle global environment and food security challenges  

on a joint basis. With Agro- and ecosciences in one department,  

optimal conditions have been created: both specialist disciplines are 

dedicated to the environment “system” and complement each other 

in their research activities on exploitation and protection. the new 

department can be said to be the home base of the initiative while 

the new competence centre is the hub of its activities and allows for 

higher visibility. 

In this way, implementation of the four-point plan of the World  

Food system has got off to an excellent start – not least thanks to 

great support from partners stiftung Mercator schweiz, Bühler and 

syngenta.

WoRlD FooD sYsteM

“one of the major challenges in  
addressing food security is to work from 
a systems perspective. that’s what we  
do within the World Food system  
Competence Center, thanks to our  
donors. We bring together all the  
relevant disciplines and stakeholders: 
from industry, philanthropic institutions 
and science.”

Michelle Grant, Managing Director of World Food system Competence Center

Signing the contract between Stiftung Mercator Schweiz, ETH Zurich and the ETH 
Zurich Foundation. Seen here: ETH Rector, Prof. Heidi Wunderli- 
Allenspacher and Albert Kesseli, Managing Director Mercator Switzerland  
Foundation with ETH President Ralph Eichler. 
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FoRGInG A neW eneRGY FutuRe

Over the past year, problems concerning energy production 

and supply have been the subject of even greater public  

attention than ever. However, ETH has been focussing on 

these issues for years. With donor support, the University 

researches innovative technologies and develops expertise 

that serves to orientate political and social decision-makers. 

etH Zurich has developed its efforts in the field of energy in  

recent years, concentrating on the three pillars of renewable  

energies, energy efficiency and electrification. With support for  

the electrical energy strategic initiative, teaching and research have 

been substantially enhanced. In 2011, etH partnered with the  

paul scherrer Institute in the field of energy storage to provide a 

professorship in electrochemistry and with empa to appoint a  

professor with a focus on new kinds of materials for batteries. In 

addition, under the leadership of the etH energy science Center, 

the exchange between the business sector and science has been 

given an institutionalised platform in the form of the energy  

partnership Council where donors and etH professors now  

meet twice a year.

Expansion of Mechatronics
At the same time, etH Zurich and partners are strengthening  

the key field of Mechatronics in which electro-mechanical systems 

such as precision motors and robot systems are developed. 

the high-precision company etel based in the French-speaking 

part of switzerland is the first to support these ambitions by  

funding a professorship in this field at the inter face of Mechanical  

engineering, electrotechnology and It. 

Driving in-depth research in Geothermics
Besides using energy in an intelligent way and optimising control 

systems on a systematic basis, it is also necessary to tap new  

sources. A few kilometres under the earth’s surface, we have a 

huge energy reservoir available. But, in order to use this deep  

geothermics energy, more knowledge in geology and earthquake 

research is required as well as innovations in drilling technology. 

With private partners, etH Zurich aims to coordinate its activities 

in this area and create new professorships in earth sciences and in 

Mechanical engineering, forming a basis for the development of  

successful drilling methods.

Irrespective of the political and social decisions that are taken in 

terms of energy supply, etH will continue with its partners to make 

contributions to sustainable energy solutions in the future too. 

eneRGY

Prof. Konstantinos Boulouchos, Head of the ETH Energy Science Center, taking part in the energy discussion held at ETH Zurich in September 2011
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Income 2011
in CHF

2010
in CHF

Funds acquired 63 775 694 74 442 874

not earmarked 3 951 800 3 188 100

earmarked 59 823 894 71 254 774

Other income 788 132 – 57 639

Financial result 781 026 –123 778

other income 7 106 66 139

Total income 64 563 826 74 385 235

Expenses 2011
in CHF

2010
in CHF

Awards from the Strategic fund 850 000 2 000 000

Research projects 850 000 400 000

professorships 0 1 600 000

Awards from earmarked funds 26 885 333 19 784 277

Research projects 1 341 000 232 640

professorships 23 033 333 18 500 000

scholarships 1 880 000 1 051 637

Infrastructure projects / equipment 650 000 0

Award reductions –19 000 0

Total awards 27 735 333 21 784 277

Operating expenses (incl. depreciation) 1 384 616 1 359 853

Changes in funds 33 025 036 51 302 894

Annual result 2 418 841 – 61 789

Total expenses 64 563 826 74 385 235

Ratio of operating expenses vs. funds acquired 2.2 % 1.8 %

InCoMe AnD expenses

KpMG AG

Raphael Arnet    Michael Herzog

AnnuAl ACCounts (extRACt) 

In our capacity as auditors of the etH Zurich Foundation, we confirm that the figures reported in the  

annual report 2011, appearing on pages 16 and 17, may be derived from the annual accounts 2011, which  

we have audited and unconditionally attested on 7 March 2012.
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Assets 31. 12. 2011
in CHF

31. 12. 2010
in CHF

Current assets 156 291 511 114 746 406

Cash and cash equivalents 6 344 189 28 365 395

securities (call and fixed deposits)  105 677 830 62 342 096

Receivables from donors 43 590 000 23 387 000

other receivables / Deferred expenses 679 492 651 915

Non-current assets 88 512 442 76 040 926

Receivables from donors 88 476 500 75 974 000

other non-current assets 35 942 66 926

Total assets 244 803 953 190 787 332

Liabilities 31. 12. 2011
in CHF

31. 12. 2010
in CHF

Current liabilities 13 404 030 4 596 286

Current liabilities / deferred income 154 697 116 286

Current liabilities from awards 8 249 333 4 480 000

loan obligations 5 000 000 0

Non-current liabilities 62 737 833 52 972 833

loans 25 000 000 30 000 000

non-current liabilities from awards 37 620 000 22 855 000

longterm provisions 117 833 117 833

Total liabilities 76 141 863 57 569 119

Fund capital (earmarked fund) 140 686 265 107 661 228 

Organisation capital 27 975 825 25 556 985

paid up capital 50 000 50 000

strategic fund 25 506 984 25 568 774

Annual result 2 418 841 -61 789

Total liabilities 244 803 953 190 787 332

Assets AnD lIABIlItIes

Annual accounts
the annual accounts were drawn up in compliance with the swiss GAAp FeR accounting standards. 

Risk management
the Foundation has adapted its internal controlling system (ICs) to the current legal requirements.  

Decisions concerning the amount of funds awarded to projects are supported by a simulation of the 

potential financial outcome for the Foundation. Both measures ensure that the Foundation remains  

financially robust. 

AnnuAl ACCounts (extRACt)
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